Abstract
Introduction
Event recognition such as gesture or speech recognition in the real worldis one of the tough problems. This is because we cannot expect the system to obtain complete, reliable information in dynamically changing situations. Most of the reported recognition systems, therefore, heavily rely on the specific constraints (e.g.. objects has no occlusions in gesture recognition tasks [ I , 21). To design a system that recognizes events robustly in the unconstrained environment, we believe that the system need to integrate information from distributed multiple sensors.
This paper proposes a system architecture for event 'recognition that integrates information from multiple sources. The proposed system consists of multiple recognizers, where each recognizer obtains input data from a single source (Fig.1) . The key issue to design this kind of modular architecture rests in (I) what model to choose for the recognizers and (2) how to integrate a11 the recognizers.
Firstly, we propose a state space model named Conrinuous Stare Machines (CSMs) for recognizers: CSMs are designed based on the context of using an energy function. This is because an energy function can deal with real values and is easy to interpret the meaning of parameters. An existing continuous state based sequential pattern recognition model such as the Recurrent Neural NetworkI31, on the other hand, deals with only sequential binary patterns.
Secondly, we introduce a dynamic interaction mechanism among CSMs based on co-occurrence of their states that is learned before the recognition phase. Since a continuous state space has a metric, designing an interaction with another energy function is straightforward. Introducing the interaction among CSMs allows the system to integrate multi-lateral and multi-modal information not at a time but dynamically (i.e., changing focus on specific sources and making up for temporal lack of information with each other). We can therefore expect that the system works robustly in unconstrained situations, where some of the sources temporally have inadequate information to classify the events.
System Architecture
The system that we propose consists of Al-multiple CSMs as shown in Fig. I , where each CSM module observes a time-varying pattern from a single source. Note that the number of CSMs and that of sources are the same in our system. We call this system an Integrated CSM (ICSM).
Continuous State Machines: To naturally classify timevariant patterns (e.g.. to support dynamic time warping and noise robustness), we propose a model that uses state transition in a continuous state space. Which is deduced from trade-off scheme of input data and model's prediction.
As shown in Fig.2 , time-variant patterns are embedded in a state space as their corresponding trajectories by a simple batch algorithm in the learning phase. In the recognition phase, on the other hand, a state of each CSM at an instant 
Interaction among CSMs:
Once all CSMs update their own states, each CSM estimates the states of the other CSMs. Each CSM then integrates all the estimated states with their own state. In this paper, we design this integration from the point of dynamic focusing on specific sources.
Thus, the influence o f the CSM i s temporally set to he lower than the other CSMs, when its input has inadequate information for classification.
Dynamics of a Single CSM

State Transition
Assume that all the input vectors zt are independent and that the state at time t satisfies the Markov property. The next state of the CSM i s thus deduced from both top-down information of a prediction and bottom-up data of an external input. The dynamics of the CSM i s therefore defined as minimizing the following energy function at each time t: 
where I is an identity matrix. We call ut a hvpothetical state at time t . This i s because ut is a temporal state,,i.e., it i s updated by the interaction among CSMs (section 4).
Prediction based on Certainty following function:
To predict the state at time t from ut-l, we employ the 
where W":' is a transition matrix of class c which is learned in learning phase.
In addition, we define certainty by:
where dy' is the squared error between a prediction and an input data in the input space:
We remark that rf' ( c = 1; ..., C ) are normalized to satisfy E:==, rf' = 1. Suftmaxfuncfion is used in Eq. (5) 
Design of the State Space
The state space is designed to discriminate classes of observed time-varying patterns. Since trajectories of tirnevarying patterns in the input space may have intersection or overlapping within one pattern or with other patterns, we extend the dimension of the input space and generate a state space to separate corresponding trajectories. In other words, the state space is designed as the direct-product of the input space and the discrimination space. Adding additional sequential patterns to all the timevarying patterns allows the corresponding trajectories ofthe class to be gradually separated from each other in the state space (Fig.2) .
As ..., SF', SE']. Note that we assume that a prediction of the last state is itself (i.e., sFil = SF' ).
Eq.(7) gives a transition matrix for class c:
where S'"' is the generalized inverse matrix of S'"'
Decision process
which are compared in the experiments in section 5 .
We introduce the following two decision processes 
Evaluations of a Single CSM
We randomly generated four binary patterns A, B. C , D , and then monotonously interpolated them as four timevariant patterns A B C , A B D , DAC, DBC. We also trained a CSM by these four sequences. Next, we input one of the patterns to the CSM with noise or with non-linear temporal fluctuation. Figure 3 shows the similarity of all classes in the recognition phase. We see that the corresponding similarity to the input class reaches near I in spite of noise and temporal fluctuation. 
Interaction among CSMs
The interaction among CSMs is designed based on the two following functions (Fig.4). (1) Estimation of the states of other A4 -1 CSMs from its own state, which is based on co-occurrence of states. This estimation makes up for temporal lack of information with each other. (2) Integration of the estimated states at each CSM with dynamic weighting. This integration enables ICSMs to dynamically focus on more reliable information for event recognition. 
Learning CO-occurrence of States
Since we designed state transition in not a discrete but a continuous state space, we cannot represent the cooccurrence of states as a matrix of probability. The most straightforward way to represent the co-occurrence is store the co-occurred state vectors as a multi-dimensional histogram. For example, to learn the co-occurrence between states urn.t and qt in the output space, we consider hisis used in stead of the state vector U,,*. This is because output states represent more abstracted information of the observed events.
In fact, kd-tree[6] is used to store sampled vectors. We then search data vectors with respect to a key vector during the recognition phase.
Estimation of States
To estimate a state of CSM m based on a state of CSM 1, we assume that the conditional probability density function of the state U , is given as the Gaussian distribution:
u:?,,,,., is the mean vector and is the covariance matrix of the distribution. This distribution is obtained from the co-occurrence histogram '"(U< ,.,.,.,, U ,~.~. ,~C )
by searching the nearest q points with respect to U,,,,., (Fig.4 (a) ).
Using the linear combination of the estimated mean states whose weights are certainty for each class allows us to obtain a estimated state of CSM m from CSM 1: , , . , , . , , u~, , , , , l c ) .
Here the output states u~,,,,,., 
Dynamic Control of Importance
Since observable information is dynamically changing, we have to dynamically control the system so that it focuses on reliable data and ignores unreliable data. We, therefore, we define importance for each CSM as a confidence measure. In this paper, we define importance based on the difference between the two most competitive prediction errors ( W 6 ) ) : 
Integration of Estimated States
Integration of the own hypothetical state with the estimated states from the other CSMs is defined by minimizing the following evaluation function at each time t : Table I shows the recognition rates of the two independent CSMs and the following three architectures (Fig.5) . As shown in Table I 
Conclusion
This paper presented a system architecture called ICSM for integrated event recognition from multiple sources.
Introducing two energy functions that derive inner dynamics and inter dynamics of CSMs in a continuous state space, an ICSM can change focus on more important sources for event recognition with robustness against noise and ternDora1 fluctuation.
